
GUIDELINES: 
Track Days are designed to allow the car and bike enthusiast to enjoy driving in controlled 
conditions without random traffic and law enforcement. Track Days are not races as such, 
but allows the driver to run at their desired pace and enjoy the capability of their car/bike. 
 
General Rules and Regulations: 

- Participants and passengers must read, understand and sign the indemnity form, and 
               then sign the rostrum list prior to participating. 

- MANDATORY PARTICIPANTS BRIEFING WILL BE HELD AT PRESCRIBED 
              TIMES. 

- Participant must possess valid driver’s license. 
- Long Pants, sleeved shirts, closed shoes, seat belts and helmet must be worn by Car 

               Drivers and Passengers. 
- Full LEATHER ARMOURED Riding Suit, Gloves, Boots and Helmet must be worn by Bike Riders. 
- NO PILLIONS WOULD BE ALLOWED ON BIKES. 
- Helmets must be full faced, be ISI specification or Snell approved, of recent design, 

               be in good condition, show no signs of impact on the exterior and fit the wearer. 
               Proper visor must be worn. 

- Participants must not tamper with any of the markings, or tags. For example: 
               wristbands, registration stickers, tech inspection tags or helmet stickers. 

- Participants will not consume mind-altering substances or anything that could       
               impair their ability to operate the vehicle safely prior to riding. Anyone caught 
               breaking/ violating this rule will not be permitted to drive/ride for the remainder 
               of the event. 

- Anyone allowing an unregistered person to drive/ride their vehicle on the track will 
               also lose their privileges for the remainder of the event. 

- Have your Car/Bike tech inspected. 
- 10kph speed limit on grounds (anywhere off the track). 
- All track use will stop when the track is closed. No driving (all vehicles) on the track 

               without track management or event organizers permission. 
- All decisions made by the track executives are final. All participants will agree to 

               abide by these decisions during the event. 
- The arrangements for helmets/protective clothing will have to be done by the 

               organizer/participant and BIC will not compromise on safety aspects and will not allow 
               the participants on track if there is no compliance to these. 

- Allow at least 3 laps for your tyres to warm up. 
- Passing only on straights. 
- The passing maneuver must be completed BEFORE the 100 meter marker. If you fail 

               to complete the pass, you MUST fall back and try at the next straight. 
- Contact with anything is grounds for dismissal. 
- Watch Flags (see ‘flags and flag rules’ below for detail of flags) 
- Remember this is not a competition; the only one you’re competing with is yourself. 
- First time track drivers must go out with an instructor for at least their first session 
- Sessions will be approximately 45 minutes in length. 
- No refunds claims, whatsoever will be entertained. 
- BIC reserve the right to refuse access to the track to anyone at anytime. 
- It should go without saying that alcohol is prohibited, but we’ll say it anyway. 



PIT LANE & PIT GARAGES: 
 
Depending on the nature of the event and your requirements you may be given 
access to use the pit lane and some of the pit garages. Please ensure the following at 
all times when in this area: 
 

• Speed limit of 60 kmph is to be observed at all times when driving in the pit lane, do 
not exit the pit lane if the red lights on the left side of the pit exit is on. 

 
• Unless confirmation from JPSI personnel, you are not allowed to drive in the opposite 

direction in the pit lane. 
 

• No refueling is allowed inside the pit garages or in the pit lane. 
 

• When the session is on, NO EVENT organizer/participant/guest is allowed to stand on 
the pit wall or walk on the pit lane as this may hamper movement of emergency 
services. 

 
• When exiting pit lane, caution has to be exercised while joining the race track as 

there may be other vehicles on track that are still racing. 
 

• Consumption of food/beverages is to be done inside the pit garage and not in the pit 
lane. 

 
• Pit lane entry and exit is to be kept clear at all times. 

 
• There will be a check for safety clothing/protective clothing at the exit of pit lane; 

failing to confirm will result in the participant not being allowed to enter the track. 
 

• JPSI shall not be responsible for safety/security of your belongings/ valuable items 
inside the pit lane/garage. 

 
• If nails/holding pins are being used to set up marquees/display stands care should be 

taken that none of this is spilt on the pit lane. 
 

• Storage of fuel/explosive/flammable material is prohibited inside the pit lane/garage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TRACK RULES FOR PARTICIPANTS: 
 
You have been given a chance to drive on India’s best stretch of racing tarmac which 
is on par with the best in the world in terms of safety and excitement. The progress of 
the entire race is monitored by 50 on track cameras at all times which covers every 
possible inch of the race track. We would hence advice that you adhere to the 
following: 
 

• Participants must not act or drive recklessly, dangerously or in an intimidating 
fashion, whether on track or circuit premises and access roads. If JPSI’s determines 
that your driving is inappropriate either for yourself or for others on track, you will be 
removed from further participation for the day and/or ejected from the venue. 

 
• If your vehicle stops or develops a snag at any time on the track, please try to stop 

the car away from the race track so as to avoid any oncoming traffic. 
 

• At no time, get down and try to push the vehicle manually when on track, if it is not 
possible to move the vehicle on its own towards safety, please ensure that you safely 
reach a location away from the track and the vehicle behind a guardrail. In such a 
scenario, please put the hazard lights on, so as to indicate help. 

 
• There may be times when you would notice a fellow competitor/participant’s vehicle in 

distress/stopped at the track, do not at any time stop your vehicle to offer help to that 
vehicle, at best please inform the event organizer/ JPSI staff to intervene. 

 
• If you lose control of your vehicle and end up in the gravel trap/ crash barrier, please 

be inside the vehicle if you are injured, however if you are in physical capacity to 
move out of vehicle please see yourself to safety behind the guardrail and stand there 
unless help arrives. Do not run/walk across the track as there may be still vehicles on 
track. 

 
• Once the vehicle is being recovered, please co-operate with the recovery personnel 

and refrain from participating in the recovery activity. 
 

• Please do not stop on track to exchange seats with co-passengers, please exchange 
driving seat only after entering the pit lane. 

 
• If the session is red-flagged for any reason please proceed to the pit lane unless 

advised otherwise in the race direction only. Do not unless confirmation from JPSI 
staff drive in the opposite direction or stop anywhere on the track. Also please drive at 
a safe speed (60-80kmph) and avoid overtaking once the session is red-flagged. 

 
• If the vehicle is on fire, please move away from the vehicle and avoid 

interfering/participating with the fire marshals. 
 

• The medical car has a doctor on board and will join the circuit from the pit lane exit or 



from start finish line. Please note that the Medical car has the right of way on the 
circuit and will overtake on the left so please move to the right. 

 
Tech Inspection: 
 
The track inspection is very brief and looks only for obvious faults. It is up to you as the 
vehicle owner to ensure that the engine and other components are not about to fail, and 
that the tyres and brake pads are as new. We require you to maintain your vehicle in top 
condition prior to each session and provide all maintenance and/or necessary repairs 
before participating in your session of the track. You may be removed from the track if at 
anytime your vehicle causes a safety hazard to others. 
Our inspection will consist of but will not be limited to the following: 
 

• Helmets must be full faced, be ISI specification or Snell approved, of recent design, 
be in good condition, show no signs of impact on the exterior and fit the wearer. 
Proper visor must be worn. 

 
• Tyres must have sufficient tread for the event; slicks are allowed but again must have 

adequate rubber depth. Tyres must be inflated to a correct pressure. 
 

• We will check brakes for action and tightness of components, but you are responsible 
for their mechanical and functional soundness. We will look at the thickness of pads 
on disc brakes. 

 
• All fluids (gas, brake, forks, engine, transmission, battery and radiator) must not be 

leaking. 
 

• NO vehicles will be allowed on the track without a TECH STICKER 
 

• If you are found on the track without a tech sticker or signed waiver, you will be asked 
to leave, with NO REFUND, and be BANNED from all future Track Days. 

 
 
NOTE: A word on personal caution - Come to the track well rested, well fed, well hydrated, 
and ready for a fun filled day! Getting everything ready the night before is NOT a good idea. 


